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These jihadists, who have gravitated to Syria from Britain, Libya, Tunisia, Egypt, Yemen,
Iraq,  among  other  countries,  are  directed  by  Washington,  London  and  Paris  in  time-
honoured fashion of these powers’ criminal involvement with Islamic fundamentalists under
the catch-all nom de guerre of Al Qaeda. They are weaponised by Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
Israel; they are trained and based by Turkey and Jordan. And their brains are weaponised by
Saudi Wahhabism, with all  its intolerant pathological hatred to anyone who opposes its
tyranny and Western objectives.

Far  from  promoting  solidarity  and  peace,  the  OIC  has  shown  itself  to  be  a  political
instrument serving the geopolitical interests of Washington and its allies in the destruction
of Syria and their designs for entrenching hegemonic control over the Middle East. That
control is all about exploiting the resources of the region to enrich Western corporations and
banks, paying off elite rulers and impoverishing the mass of people.”

As the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) concludes its emergency summit in Mecca
this week with the suspension of Syria, its member states should now consider amending
the body’s name – to the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation with United States Imperialism
(OICUSI).

For the OIC stands as a violation of every principle it is supposed to represent. In calling for
this conference with its flagrantly politicised agenda, Saudi Arabia emerges as the shame of
the Islamic world.

Admittedly, the acronym OICUSI is a bit clunky, but it would be far more truthful than the
present OIC. The 57-member organisation, founded in 1969, represents some two billion
Muslims  worldwide  and  is  charged  with  “promoting  solidarity  among  members  and
upholding peace and security”.

Far  from  promoting  solidarity  and  peace,  the  OIC  has  shown  itself  to  be  a  political
instrument serving the geopolitical interests of Washington and its allies in the destruction
of Syria and their designs for entrenching hegemonic control over the Middle East. That
control is all about exploiting the resources of the region to enrich Western corporations and
banks, paying off elite rulers and impoverishing the mass of people.

Of course the Syrian people want reform and more democracy. But they won’t achieve that
so long as Saudi Arabia and the other Western proxies remain on their thrones of deception
colluding with the foreign enemies of the people.
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Just at the hour when the people of Syria are desperately in need of international solidarity
and peace, the OIC delivers a kick in the teeth.

In this  way,  the OIC is  following in the disgraceful  footsteps of  the 21-member Saudi-
dominated Arab League, which suspended Syria last November.

These sanctions against Damascus are based on the entirely bogus claim fomented by
Washington and the former colonial powers London and Paris that the conflict in Syria stems
solely from repression and violence perpetrated by the government of President Bashar Al
Assad against his people. This propaganda narrative turns reality completely on its head.
The violence in Syria over the past 17 months has largely stemmed from armed groups that
are supplied, directed and infiltrated by the Western powers in collusion with Turkey, Saudi
Arabia, Qatar and Israel.

The US-led axis is attempting to tear Syria apart by fuelling sectarian bloodshed between
Sunni and Shia Muslims, and between Muslims, Christians, Druze and Kurds. The desecration
of Islam is particularly vile. Mosques have been turned into sniper posts to fire on civilians,
and whole villages have been massacred – the throats of children slit – by so-called Holy
Warriors.

These jihadists, who have gravitated to Syria from Britain, Libya, Tunisia, Egypt, Yemen,
Iraq,  among  other  countries,  are  directed  by  Washington,  London  and  Paris  in  time-
honoured fashion of these powers’ criminal involvement with Islamic fundamentalists under
the catch-all nom de guerre of Al Qaeda. They are weaponised by Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
Israel; they are trained and based by Turkey and Jordan. And their brains are weaponised by
Saudi Wahhabism, with all  its intolerant pathological hatred to anyone who opposes its
tyranny and Western objectives.

In the context of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation, this conspiracy of terror and mass
murder should be matter of diabolical shame for member states Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Turkey
and Jordan. These supposedly Islamic countries are colluding with the Western powers and
their criminal Zionist proxy in the murder of Muslims and other Syrians in the service of
imperialist domination of the Middle East.

Saudi Arabia in particular is seen as abusing its historic role as custodian of the holy Islamic
centre  of  Mecca to  further  a  despicable  political  agenda.  By  calling  the  extraordinary
meeting of the OIC in Mecca – supposedly to discuss the violence in Syria – Saudi Arabia is
covering its blood-soaked hands with a mantle of religious sanctity.

By  contrast,  Iran’s  delegation  to  the  OIC  conference,  headed  by  President  Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad, stood out as upholding the principles of the organisation. Iran rightly pointed
out the basic injustice that the Syrian government was not even invited to the Mecca
conference to hear the charges being levelled against it, and to have the opportunity to
defend  itself  against  such  charges.  One  shouldn’t  be  surprised  by  the  absence  of
jurisprudence for Syria at the Saudi-orchestrated event. After all,  thousands of ordinary
Bahrainis are being dragged through military courts in Saudi-backed Bahrain solely on the
basis of trumped up prosecutions with no right to defend themselves either.

Iran’s foreign minister Ali Akbar Salehi noted at the beginning of the three-day conference:
“Every country, especially OIC countries, must join hands to resolve this issue in such a way
that will help the peace, security and stability in the region.”
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He warned: “By suspending [Syria’s] membership, this does not mean you are moving
towards resolving an issue. By this, you are erasing the issue.”

Unfortunately, Salehi’s sound advice was ignored. With typical Wahhabist attitude of no
discussion, no explanation, the Saudi-hosted conference ended with the formal suspension
of Syria from the OIC. The heavy-handed conclusion achieves what it was meant to: to not
give Syria a fair hearing, to further isolate the country in the eyes of the world, to conceal
the violent involvement of Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Qatar and Jordan in the destruction of Syria,
and to give political cover for their imperialist masters in the dismemberment of Syria.

The Mecca summit has all the signs of a tawdry show trial, shamefully under the banner of
Islam,  conducted,  of  all  places,  in  the  holy  city.  Current  OIC  chief  is  Turkish  national
Ekmeleddin Ihsanoglu. He said the decision to suspend Syria sent “a strong message” to
Damascus.

A statement issued at the end of the summit said participants had agreed on “the need to
end immediately the acts of violence in Syria and to suspend that country from the OIC”.

The suspension was “also a message to the international community stating that the Muslim
world backs a peaceful solution [in Syria], wants an end to the bloodshed and refuses to let
the problem degenerate into a religious conflict and spill over into the wider region,” the OIC
chief Ihsanoglu added.

Absolutely not true. First, if the OIC was serious about “ending immediately the acts of
violence in Syria” then it would have suspended the memberships foremost of Saudi Arabia,
Qatar, Jordan and Turkey – the instigators of so-much bloodshed, terrorism and crimes
against humanity in Syria that are inflaming the region.

Second, on the claim that “the Muslim world backs a peaceful solution in Syria”, it should be
noted that the Geneva accord agreed by the UN Security Council at the end of June, which
calls  for  an  inclusive  political  dialogue  in  Syria,  has  been  continually  violated  by  the
Western, Arab, Turk, Israeli backers of the Jihadist terror army assailing that country.

Indeed,  Russia’s  foreign minister  Sergei  Lavrov says these parties have sabotaged the
Geneva accord.

At the OIC summit, Saudi Arabia and Turkey in particular have arrogated the banner of the
Muslim world, when in truth they are the unseemly standard bearers for imperialist butchery
in the Middle East.

In this holy month of Ramadan, where faith, compassion and truth before God is supposed
to be adhered to more than ever, the Saudi OIC conference is truly an abomination of all
that is supposedly represented by “Islam/peace”.
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